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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

The authors reported an interesting case serious of laparoscopic partial nephrectomy by 

High-power GreenLight laser enucleation for RCC. The introduction part was suitable in 

word count and preliminary information. the method section was precisely explain the 

procedure.  There are a few issues that should be addressed by the authors before 

consideration for publication: 1. I think the number of cases is not sufficient to assess the 

efficacy and complication of this method during a research article. It is more suitable for 

a preliminary report or technical note. To assess the advantages and disadvantages of 

High-power GreenLight laser enucleation effect on RCC you need to design a 

prospective cohort study with a prior power analysis. 2. what a about the exact 

follow-up time for tumor recurrence or metastasis? and how did you follow them? with 

imaging? or a particular serum marker of sth else?  your manuscript was good 

grammatically. there were just a few points that I have edited using track change and 

attach the revised file. hope it helps 2. 

 


